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Abstract Neuropathic pain is a debilitating pathological condition that presents significant therapeutic

challenges in clinical practice. Unfortunately, current pharmacological treatments for neuropathic pain

lack clinical efficacy and often lead to harmful adverse reactions. As G protein-coupled receptors

(GPCRs) are widely distributed throughout the body, including the pain transmission pathway and des-

cending inhibition pathway, the development of novel neuropathic pain treatments based on GPCRs allo-

steric modulation theory is gaining momentum. Extensive research has shown that allosteric modulators

targeting GPCRs on the pain pathway can effectively alleviate symptoms of neuropathic pain while

reducing or eliminating adverse effects. This review aims to provide a comprehensive summary of the

progress made in GPCRs allosteric modulators in the treatment of neuropathic pain, and discuss the po-

tential benefits and adverse factors of this treatment. We will also concentrate on the development of

biased agonists of GPCRs, and based on important examples of biased agonist development in recent

years, we will describe universal strategies for designing structure-based biased agonists. It is foreseeable

that, with the continuous improvement of GPCRs allosteric modulation and biased agonist theory,
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effective GPCRs allosteric drugs will eventually be available for the treatment of neuropathic pain with

acceptable safety.

ª 2024 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Chinese Pharmaceutical Association and Institute

of Materia Medica, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-

ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Neuropathic pain (NP) is a prevalent chronic pain condition that
results from injury, lesion or disease of the somatosensory nervous
system1. It is a rapidly progressing and indefinite condition
characterized by persistent sensory abnormalities and increased
nociceptive sensitization. Furthermore, it is often accompanied by
mood disorders such as anxiety and depression, which signifi-
cantly impact the quality of life of patients and impose a
considerable economic burden on individuals and society2,3.
Epidemiological studies have revealed that neuropathic pain is a
common health problem, affecting 6.9%e10% of the general
population4. The incidence of neuropathic pain is anticipated to
increase due to the increased survival rate of cancer patients, the
aging population, and the rapidly expanding prevalence of dia-
betes mellitus5.

The first-line drugs for managing neuropathic pain are anti-
convulsants (e.g., gabapentin and pregabalin), tricyclic antide-
pressants (TCAs) (e.g., amitriptyline), and serotonin-
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRIs) (e.g., duloxetine and
venlafaxine)6e9. Opioid analgesics are approved as second-line
medications for the management of neuropathic pain in patients
with moderate to severe pain. However, current medications for
neuropathic pain have limited clinical efficacy10, with only about
30%e50% of patients experiencing pain relief after treatment.
Moreover, relief from neuropathic pain often comes at the cost of
unpleasant side effects. A meta-analysis indicated that pregabalin
considerably raised the risk of adverse events, such as somno-
lence, ataxia, and euphoria11. Adverse effects associated with
opioid use include central nervous system (CNS) symptoms such
as sedation, respiratory depression, delirium, tolerance, addiction,
and physical dependence12. Additionally, long-term use of TCAs
and SNRIs can cause dry mouth, visual abnormalities, con-
stipation, postural hypotension, dizziness, drowsiness, nausea, and
vomiting, among other adverse effects13. The lack of efficacy and
inevitable side effects of drugs for neuropathic pain treatment
highlights the urgency of developing new effective and safe
analgesics.

G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are transmembrane
proteins that convert extracellular chemical signals into intracel-
lular responses. There are approximately 800 GPCRs encoded in
the human genome which respond to a wide range of signaling
molecules such as odors, hormones, neurotransmitters, chemo-
kines, and more. These molecules encompass photons, amines,
carbohydrates, lipids, peptides, and proteins14,15. GPCRs are
classified into six classes based on their amino acid sequences,
with only classes A, B, C, and D present in humans. GPCRs are
the most sought-after drug targets, with almost 40% of FDA-
approved drugs targeted toward GPCRs. These receptors are
also involved in pain perception and modulation pathways, such as
the opioid and cannabinoid receptors. Clinical and preclinical data
suggest that agonists or inhibitors targeting these receptors can
provide therapeutic benefits for neuropathic pain, but they can also
result in adverse effects unrelated to analgesia due to the simul-
taneous activation of multiple downstream signaling trans-
ductions. Therefore, the development of allosteric modulators
targeting the allosteric sites in GPCRs shows potential in treating
neuropathic pain. This review highlights the involvement of
several GPCRs, including the m-opioid, cannabinoid, metabotropic
glutamate receptors, and adenosine receptors, in the modulation
and processing of nociceptive information in neuropathic pain.
The article also describes the molecular mechanisms underlying
their analgesic and pro-nociceptive effects. Additionally, we
summarize recent advances in the preclinical of allosteric modu-
lators targeting GPCRs for the treatment of neuropathic pain
(Fig. 1 and Table 1). Lastly, we present examples of biased drug
development based on GPCR crystal structures, as structure-based
allosteric drug discovery is expected to accelerate with the reso-
lution of more GPCR crystal structures, especially those of class A
GPCRs.
2. Allosteric modulation of GPCRs

GPCRs are an exemplary allosteric regulatory system that adopts
different conformations in the dynamic equilibrium between
inactive and active states. These pre-existing conformational states
are present within an ensemble, and the specific conformation
adopted depends on the extracellular stimuli received by the
GPCRs, leading to the activation of downstream signaling path-
ways in different orders. Specific residues, called “micro-
switches”16, extend from the extracellular to the intracellular G
protein binding site throughout the GPCR landscape and control
the conformational transition upon GPCR activation17. The allo-
steric effect is induced by the formation and disruption of hy-
drophobic and hydrogen bond interactions between the
surrounding residue groups triggered by ligand binding sites. This
effect is then propagated to the next layer of “micro-switches”
until the G protein binding site is reached, ultimately regulating
the dynamic equilibrium between inactive and active conforma-
tions of the receptor.

Studies have shown that a single ligand for GPCRs can only
induce one active conformation. However, in some cases, ligands
can bind to both orthosteric and allosteric sites simultaneously,
leading to a novel receptor conformation and selectivity among
downstream signals18e21. Allosteric ligands are categorized as
positive allosteric modulators (PAMs), negative allosteric modu-
lators (NAMs), agonist-positive allosteric modulators (ago-
PAMs), neutral allosteric ligands (NALs), and bitopic ligands,
based on the receptor function modulated by the allosteric ligand
in the presence of the endogenous ligand22,23 (Fig. 2). PAMs and
NAMs stabilize receptors in specific conformational states and can
change the intrinsic effectiveness of an orthosteric agonist to
engage downstream signaling processes by modulating the affinity
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Figure 1 Chemical structures of allosteric ligands of GPCRs discussed in the main text.
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of the orthosteric binding pocket for the orthosteric ligands. PAMs
and NAMs regulate downstream signal activation through affinity
modulation and efficacy modulation24. Wu et al.15 suggested that
PAMs can enhance downstream signal transduction through four
mechanisms: i) promoting the affinity of agonist binding without
affecting signal transduction, ii) directly enhancing signal trans-
duction without affecting agonist binding, iii) increasing the af-
finity of agonist binding while enhancing signal transduction, and
iv) reducing the affinity of agonist binding while increasing signal
transduction (Fig. 2). Allosteric modulators within a structural
class can have diverse effects on receptors, including positive or
negative modulation and inverse agonism. Furthermore, both
PAMs and NAMs require the presence of an orthosteric ligand to
exert their effects. Generally, PAMs and NAMs exhibit probe
dependence, meaning they display differential modulation of re-
ceptor signaling characteristics in the presence of different
orthosteric ligands25, which is attributed to the distinct confor-
mational changes induced by different orthosteric ligands upon
receptor activation. However, there are some PAMs that lack
probe dependence, as they activate the receptor to the same extent
and exhibit similar signaling characteristics in the presence of
different orthosteric ligands. One possible reason for this is the
receptor’s selectivity for downstream effector proteins or its
preference for a specific binding conformation. Additionally,
when PAMs modulate multiple signaling pathways of the receptor,
the allosteric modulation of one pathway might be excessively
strong, overshadowing other weaker allosteric effects. Some li-
gands, called ago-PAMs, have a dual conformational modulator
and conformational agonist functions, allowing them to possess
the properties of both orthosteric and allosteric ligands without
losing PAM selectivity (Fig. 2). The ago-PAMs can induce re-
ceptor activation independent of orthosteric ligands, suggesting
that the binding site of ago-PAMs represents a novel active switch
distinct from the orthosteric site. The discovery of drugs targeting
this site may be beneficial for investigating the unconventional
molecular mechanisms underlying receptor activation26e29. NALs
bind to allosteric sites but do not influence orthosteric ligand re-
sponses; however, they can compete with PAMs and NAMs for
allosteric site binding and limit their effects24,30. NALs are useful
tools for validating binding sites, even if they are not explored as
drug candidates (Fig. 2). Bitopic ligands are another relatively
new concept in allosteric ligand design, which involves connect-
ing two pharmacophores with orthosteric and allosteric affinities
with a linker to create a single ligand with high selectivity be-
tween receptor subtypes and sufficient receptor affinity
(Fig. 2)22,31,32. Celine Valant et al. synthesized a bitopic ligand by
connecting adenosine and VCP746 through N-hexylbenzamide,
which demonstrated complete in vitro stimulation and a pro-
nounced signal bias towards the cAMP signaling pathway33.

Compared to orthosteric sites, allosteric sites in GPCRs are
under less evolutionary pressure, resulting in lower conservation
within the same protein subtype. Allosteric modulators of GPCRs



Table 1 Compounds targeting GPCRs with analgesic effects for neuropathic pain.

Allosteric target Compd. Allosteric feature Subject Model, dose and

administration

Pharmacological effect Ref.

m-OR C6 guano Bitopic agonist Male CD-1 mice CCI (10, 30, or 100 nmol;

icv.)

YMechanical allodynia 118

CB1R GAT211 PAM Male C57BL/6J mice Paclitaxel-induced

neuropathic pain (0.1, 1,

2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30 mg/kg;

i.p.)

YPaclitaxel-induced
mechanical and cold

allodynia

129

ZCZ011 PAM Male C57BL/6 J mice CCI (10, 20, 40 mg/kg;

i.p.)

YCCI-induced
mechanical and cold

allodynia

133

CB2R C2 PAM Male CD-1 mice Oxaliplatin-induced

neuropathic pain (1, 5, 10,

20 mg/kg; p.o.)

YOxaliplatin-induced
Hypersensitivity

137

Group I mGluR Niclosamide NAM Male SD rats SNL (0.15 mmol/L, i.t.;

60 mg; i.p.; 300 mg; p.o.)

YMechanical allodynia 140

Compound 9 NAM Male SD rats SNL (75 mg; i.p.) YMechanical allodynia 140

mGluR7 MMPIP NAM Male CD1 mice SNI (20 mg/kg, s.c.) YMechanical allodynia

and thermal hyperalgesia

141

XAP044 NAM Male CD1 mice SNI (30 mg/kg, s.c.) YMechanical allodynia

and thermal hyperalgesia

141,159

AMN082 PAM Male SD rats Paclitaxel-induced

neuropathic pain (10, 30,

100 nmol/L; i.t.)

YMechanical allodynia

and thermal hyperalgesia

142

mGluR4 VU0155041 PAM Male SD rats SNL (125, 250, 500 nmol/

L; i.t.)

YMechanical allodynia 144

PHCCC PAM Male SD rats CCI (10, 20, 40 mg; i.t.) YMechanical allodynia 145

A1R T62 PAM Male SD rats SNL (50, 100 mg/kg, p.o.;

10 mg, i.t)

YMechanical allodynia 154,160

TRR469 PAM Male CD1 mice STZ-induced neuropathy

(0.01, 0.3, 3 mg/kg; i.p.)

YMechanical allodynia

/Free of locomotor

disturbance

161

VCP171 PAM Male SD rats SNL (1, 3, 10, 30 mg; i.t.) YMechanical allodynia 103,104

MIPS521 PAM Male and female SD rats SNL (1, 3, 10, 30 mg; i.t.) YMechanical allodynia 103

m-OR, m-opioid receptor; A1R, Adenosine receptor A1; CB1R, Cannabinoid receptor 1; CB2R, Cannabinoid receptor 2; mGluR, metabotropic

glutamate receptor; PAM, positive allosteric modulator; NAM, negative allosteric modulator; CCI, chronic constriction injury; SNI, spared-nerve

injury; SNL, spinal nerve ligation; STZ, streptozotocin; icv., intracerebroventricular; i.p., intraperitoneal administration; p.o., oral administration;

s.c., subcutaneous administration; i.t., intrathecal administration; [: Increased; Y: Attenuate; /No effect.
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represent a hallmark of allostery, allowing selective modulation of
highly homologous protein subtypes and avoiding non-specific
targeting of homologous proteins, which may cause adverse ef-
fects, thus having practical therapeutic implications34,35. The
primary advantage of allosteric modulators of GPCRs lies in their
ability to align their effects with the temporal and spatial release
patterns of endogenous ligands, thereby preserving the natural
rhythmic signaling of endogenous ligands, preventing excessive
receptor activation and rapid desensitization, ultimately reducing
the development of drug tolerance36. This feature is a concrete
expression of the synergistic nature between the allosteric mod-
ulators and the orthosteric ligands. It presupposes that the allo-
steric modulators exhibit a very low direct activation effect. On
the other hand, the allosteric modulatory effect generally has an
upper limit37, making allosteric modulators acceptable with
tolerable side effects. Allosteric modulators may cooperate with
orthosteric ligands to stabilize different functional conformations
of the same GPCR, generating biased signaling38e40. This effect
has attracted great attention from structural biologists, cell bi-
ologists, and drug developers, as it has the potential to manipulate
signal transduction of receptors with drugs precisely. While the
possibility of achieving purely biased signaling is low, it can still
improve drug safety to some extent. Furthermore, biased ligands’
development can serve as chemical probes to study the confor-
mational changes during receptor activation. It is worth noting that
the same GPCRs may have different orthosteric ligands, including
endogenous ligands and chemical molecules discovered through
medicinal chemistry41, amplifying the diversity of downstream
signal control of receptors. The artificial selection of GPCR signal
transduction can be achieved by combining different orthosteric
ligands and allosteric modulators42.

3. Allosteric target for neuropathic pain

Central sensitization is the pathophysiological mechanism un-
derlying neuropathic pain. This phenomenon is due to distur-
bances in the release and absorption of neurotransmitters, as well
as in neuronal potentials. To alleviate neuropathic pain, it is
essential to correct the underlying neurological disorder. Recent
advances in our understanding of the neurophysiology of the
nociceptive perception pathway in neuropathic pain have identi-
fied new protein targets for the development of novel analgesics.
These targets mainly comprise GPCRs, ion channels, enzymes,
and transporter proteins.



Figure 2 Modulation of GPCRs by orthosteric and biased allosteric modulators. (A) The binding of orthosteric ligands to GPCRs stabilizes the

receptor conformation in multiple active states that activate different downstream effector proteins, including heterotrimers of Gabg (e.g., Gas,

Gai/o, Gaq/11, Ga12/13) and b-arrestin. These effector proteins induce downstream signaling pathways (e.g., cAMP accumulation, Ca2þ

localization, and activation of Erk) that regulate various physiological activities of the cell. (B) In contrast, biased conformation modulators

stabilize only one active conformation of the GPCR, producing a more limited physiological effect than orthosteric ligands. While most biased

conformation modulators require an orthosteric ligand to regulate the active conformation of the receptor, there are also biased conformation

modulators that induce receptor activation alone.
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GPCRs are the largest superfamily of cell surface proteins in
the human genome and are still a prime target for developing
analgesics. Over one-third of all FDA-approved medications have
GPCRs as their therapeutic target43. GPCRs play a crucial role in
the onset and maintenance of neuropathic pain in the central
nervous system, including adenosine receptors, cannabinoid re-
ceptors, and metabotropic glutamate receptors. The structural ar-
chitecture of these receptors consists of seven transmembranes
(7TMs) helices connected by three extracellular and three intra-
cellular loops44. Orthosteric sites, located at the center of the
7TMs in the extracellular region, possess conserved structures that
serve as switches for extracellular signaling by GPCR signaling.
The binding of orthosteric ligands to the conserved orthosteric
binding site of GPCRs facilitates the transition of the receptor
from an inactive conformation to an active conformation.
Endogenous ligands typically induce multiple active conforma-
tions of GPCRs, which are already present in the receptor’s
conformational ensemble. As a result, they activate various
downstream effectors, including G proteins (such as Gas, Gai/o,
Gaq, Ga12/13) and b-arrestin (such as b-arrestin1, b-arrestin2)45.
For example, the activation of neurotensin receptor 146 and
vasopressin receptor 248 by their respective endogenous ligands
leads to the activation of multiple G protein effectors. It is note-
worthy that GPCRs still exhibit a preference for specific active
conformations among multiple active states. This ensures that
upon activation, most receptors adopt a particular active confor-
mation, enabling interaction with downstream Ga proteins.
NTSR1 primarily promotes Gaq dissociation48, while V2R mainly
facilitates Gas dissociation47. These activation properties of
orthosteric ligands confer diverse physiological functions to the
receptors. However, the therapeutic use of orthosteric ligands can
induce both desired therapeutic effects and on-target side effects.
Moreover, the orthosteric binding site is highly conserved,
particularly among subtypes of the same GPCR, which can
contribute to the occurrence of off-target effects of orthosteric
ligands (Fig. 3A). Strategies for discovering drugs that target
GPCRs mainly involve the development of ligands that interact
with allosteric binding sites, which are distinct from the orthos-
teric site in terms of topography49. Allosteric ligands, such as
PAM or NAM, fine-tune the activation conformation of GPCRs by
binding to their allosteric sites in synergy with endogenous li-
gands, thereby precisely regulating downstream signal trans-
duction50. The practical advantage of allosteric ligands is their
ability to selectively enhance therapeutically relevant signaling
while minimizing adverse effects on the target (Fig. 3B).
3.1. Mechanism of m-OR-mediated analgesic effects and
adverse effects on neuropathic pain

The human opioid receptors are considered the optimal receptors
in pain management and are expressed in various pathways
responsible for pain perception, transmission, and regulation,
including sensory neurons, synaptic neurons in the spinal cord, the
brainstem, midbrain, and cortical layer. The opioid system in
humans consists of m-opioid receptors (m-OR), d-opioid receptors,
k-opioid receptors, and nociceptin receptors51e54. These opioid
receptors trigger intracellular signaling events by activating Gai/o
proteins, inhibiting adenylate cyclase, decreasing intracellular
Ca2þ influx, increasing Kþ influx, and promoting postsynaptic
membrane hyperpolarization, ultimately preventing signal trans-
mission of secondary projection neurons55. The m-opioid receptor
has been the most extensively studied opioid receptor, and drug
development targeting m-opioid receptors is a popular topic in
pain medication research56,57. Most of the currently available
opioid drugs are agonists of m-OR, and classical opioid analgesics
such as morphine and fentanyl demonstrate high selectivity for m-
OR. Nonetheless, the adverse effects related to m-opioid drugs,
such as respiratory depression and tolerance, have limited their
use in various chronic pain conditions, including neuropathic pain.



Figure 3 Five types of allosteric modulators modulate the function of GPCRs. Both PAMs and NAMs can modulate the affinity of the

orthosteric binding pocket for an orthosteric ligand or affect the intrinsic efficacy of an orthosteric agonist to engage downstream signalling

mechanisms. Ago-PAMs possess the properties of both orthosteric and allosteric ligands. NALs bind to allosteric sites and have no influence on

orthosteric ligand responses; nonetheless, they compete with PAMs and NAMs for allosteric site binding and inhibit their effects. Bitopic ligands

are a class of compounds that exhibit high selectivity and affinity for specific target receptors. They are formed by connecting orthosteric and

allosteric ligands via specific linker molecules. The use of such linkers results in a distinct and selective binding mode of the ligands to the

receptor.
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When opioid peptides bind to the m-opioid receptor, the pre-
coupled heterotrimeric Gai/Gb/Gg rapidly responds to the stim-
ulation and dissociates into Gai and Gb/Gg subunits. This process
involves conformational changes in the Gai protein and GDP/GTP
exchange in the cytoplasm. As a result, adenylate cyclase (AC),
located on the membrane, is inhibited, preventing the conversion
of intracellular ATP to cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP).
Furthermore, the Gb/Gg subunits bind to free Gas in the cyto-
plasm, further inhibiting the accumulation of cAMP. Opioid re-
ceptors couple with various Ca2þ channels located on the cell
membrane, such as N-type, T-type, and P/Q-type channels. This
coupling suppresses the entry of intracellular Ca2þ, thereby
reducing multiple intracellular signaling events initiated by Ca2þ

as a second messenger, including neurotransmitter release and
membrane depolarization. It is worth noting that some research
suggested that m-OR activation exhibits a dual effect on AC in-
hibition by both reducing the conductance of voltage-gated Ca2þ

channels and activating the PLC/PKC pathway, thereby modu-
lating the activity of Ca2þ channels on the plasma membrane58.
This regulatory mechanism appears contradictory and currently
lacks a definitive conclusion, but the majority of research still
supports the notion that m-OR activation leads to a decrease in
intracellular cAMP levels (Fig. 4A). Activating m-opioid receptors
on the postsynaptic membrane can induce the opening of
G-protein-coupled inwardly rectifying potassium channels
(GIRKs) coupled with G proteins, causing Kþ inflow and mem-
brane hyperpolarization. This blocks the transmission of action
potentials that encode pain information. The spinal dorsal horn,
where the region modulates the nociceptive information from the
periphery, is the first station for the transmission of peripheral
nociceptive information into the central nervous system before
transmitting it to higher centers. m-OR can directly modulate
NMDA receptors and AMPA receptors, both of which play
important roles in the transmission of pain information and long-
term potentiation in neuropathic pain (Fig. 4B). The mechanism
by which the opioid receptor regulates these two types of iono-
tropic glutamate receptors to mediate analgesic effects on neuro-
pathic pain is not yet understood. In addition, the activation of m-
opioid receptors can also inhibit TTX-resistant Naþ channels and
TRPV1 channels in nociceptors and dorsal root ganglion neurons
(Fig. 4C). Since the opioid receptor is widely distributed in the
nervous system, these signaling events occur synchronously at all
levels of neurons involved in pain perception, transmission, and
modulation pathways after receiving opioid receptor agonist
treatment. m-OR are also involved in the descending inhibitory
system for pain modulation. The descending inhibitory system
originates from the periaqueductal gray (PAG) region of the
midbrain, which contains abundant opioidergic neurons that



Figure 4 Mechanisms of analgesic action of m-opioid receptor in the peripheral nervous system (PNS) and central nervous system (CNS). (A)

In nociceptive receptors, the activation of m-opioid receptor (m-OR) reduces the release of nociceptive substances and decreases Ca2þ production

following nerve injury by interacting with TRPV1, H1R, and NK1R. (B) In dorsal root ganglion neurons, m-OR inhibits the transmission of

nociceptive information to the central nervous system by blocking Nav and VGSCs. (C) In spinal dorsal horn neurons, m-OR induces cell

membrane hyperpolarization by inhibiting Nav and VGSCs-mediated Ca2þ influx and activating GIRKs-mediated Kþ influx. Moreover, m-OR

modulates ionotropic glutamate receptors, resulting in central analgesic effects. (D) The downstream pain inhibitory pathway activated by m-OR

inhibits the upstream transmission of nociceptive information by modulating 5-HT and norepinephrine receptors, as well as glycine receptors, on

spinal dorsal horn neurons.
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secrete various endogenous opioids, including enkephalin and
endorphins. Neuronal projections from the PAG nucleus descend
to the midline raphe magnus nucleus located in the ventral aspect
of the medullary rostral region, which is rich in serotoninergic
neurons and serves as a crucial relay station for the descending
inhibition from the PAG. Furthermore, within the adjacent me-
dulla spinal system, there are descending fibers abundant in
noradrenaline, opioid peptides, and serotonin, which terminate in
the spinal dorsal horn. These fibers exert endogenous analgesic
effects through the release of noradrenaline and serotonin under
the multi-level control of the PAG (Fig. 4D).

Opioid drugs have a strong rewarding effect, which contributes
to their addiction potential, thus limiting their clinical use. In
recent years, extensive research has been conducted on the neural
mechanisms underlying opioid drug dependence. The results have
identified the key brain regions and neural circuits involved in
opioid addiction, with the reward circuit being considered the
primary neural circuit59. This circuit comprises multiple cortical
and subcortical areas that process reward-related behavior,
including reward valence encoding, reward expectation errors, and
motivation regulation. Drug addiction mediated by m-opioid re-
ceptors is primarily linked to the positive reward circuit, and the
midbrain dopamine system in the mesolimbic pathway serves as
the center of this circuit60. Dopaminergic neurons in the ventral
tegmental area (VTA) project to several critical components of the
positive reward circuit, including the nucleus accumbens (NAc),
medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), and basolateral amygdala
(BLA). The VTA plays a crucial role in regulating reward function
and contains mainly dopaminergic neurons (55%e65%) and
around 30% GABAergic neurons. The VTA is rich in dopami-
nergic neurons, which are the main area regulating reward func-
tion. Dopaminergic neurons in the VTA project to the NAc to
encode reward valence and motivation highlighting61, project to
the mPFC to mainly regulate executive control, and the project to
the BLA to enhance associative learning of reward background62.
Opioids activate m-opioid receptors to inhibit GABAergic neurons,
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which disinhibits dopaminergic neurons in the VTA and increases
dopamine release (Fig. 5A). Recent studies have highlighted the
role of the rostromedial tegmental nucleus (RMTg), located in the
tail of the VTA, in opioid addiction. Although RMTg and VTA
share anatomical and functional heterogeneities, pre-induced
GABAergic inhibitory synaptic currents in interneurons of VTA,
NAc, and RMTg brain regions did not affect the VTA, while
inhibitory synaptic currents generated in RMTg were significantly
reduced. The RMTg is predominantly composed of GABAergic
neurons (>75%), with high expression levels of m-opioid re-
ceptors on these neurons63e65. Therefore, opioids mainly act on m-
opioid receptors in the RMTg, which may open GABAA-
controlled chloride ion channels and subsequently inhibit
GABAergic neurons (Fig. 5A).

Analgesic tolerance is another common adverse reaction to
opioid drugs. Repeated use of the same dose of opioid drugs can
decrease the analgesic effect, and a higher dose may be required to
produce the same effect. In fact, all effects caused by opioid drugs,
such as respiratory depression and constipation, can potentially
develop tolerance. For a long time, receptor internalization has
been considered the main mechanism by which m-opioid receptors
mediate analgesic tolerance. After receptor activation, intracel-
lular GPCR kinases are rapidly recruited to the C-terminal tail of
the opioid receptor, phosphorylating specific amino acid sites. The
phosphorylated GPCRs enhance its affinity for intracellular b-
arrestin, which, under the action of clathrin, promotes receptor
Figure 5 Mechanisms of m-opioid receptor-mediated addiction and anal

induced addiction mainly involve the inhibition of GABAergic neurons w

the m-opioid receptor (m-OR) in the rostromedial tegmental nucleus (RMTg
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internalization and forms early endosomes66. The GPCR on the
late endosome membrane is degraded through the lysosome
pathway or recycled and inserted back into the membrane
(Fig. 5B). Only a small fraction of internalized m-opioid receptors
are degraded, and most are dephosphorylated and transported back
to the membrane67. Therefore, the mechanism of m-opioid re-
ceptor internalization is considered significant in reducing opioid
tolerance. This type of tolerance was initially thought to be due to
adaptive changes in the body to prevent excessive receptor acti-
vation and the risk of death. Although agonist-induced m-receptor
internalization can reduce opioid tolerance, controversy still exists
about the mechanism by which receptor internalization delays
opioid tolerance68e70. Some scholars believe that the b-arrestin
pathway mediates the adverse effects of opioid drugs, such as
respiratory depression. The experimental basis of this theory is
mainly derived from Raehal et al.’s71 discovery that morphine’s
analgesic effect in mice with b-arrestin2 defects is significantly
prolonged, and the side effects of respiratory depression and acute
constipation are significantly reduced. This theory has led to the
development of opioid receptor biased drugs for several decades.
However, recent studies have challenged this theory, as different
research groups have found that fentanyl can still induce respi-
ratory depression and constipation in mice lacking b-arrestin
function. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the different the-
ories on the mechanisms of the adverse reactions of opioid re-
ceptors. The biological regulatory process of opioid drugs in the
gesic tolerance. (A) The neural circuit mechanisms underlying opioid-
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body is extensive, and even the currently widely proven mecha-
nisms are quite complex. Therefore, the adverse reactions medi-
ated by opioid drugs may result from multifaceted effects.

3.2. CBR-mediated analgesic effects on neuropathic pain

The endocannabinoid system (ECS) plays a crucial role in pain
modulation and neuropathic pain pathophysiology. ECS is
composed of cannabinoid receptors, endogenous ligands, and
enzymes involved in their synthesis and degradation. CB1 receptor
(CB1R) and CB2 receptor (CB2R) are the two main types of seven-
transmembrane cannabinoid receptors that couple with inhibitory
Gai/o protein. CB1R is highly expressed in presynaptic terminals
of both inhibitory and excitatory neurons in the CNS72,73, while
CB2R is primarily found in immune cells74. N-Arach-
idonoylethanolamine (AEA) and 2-arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG)
are the most important endogenous ligands for cannabinoid re-
ceptors75. These endocannabinoids are retrograde messengers
synthesized mainly in postsynaptic membrane phospholipids that
regulate presynaptic neurotransmitter release76. The ECS plays a
crucial role in analgesia by inhibiting pain stimuli transmission.
CB1R located on pain receptors in the peripheral nervous system
inhibits pain stimuli transmission. At critical nodes such as the
dorsal root ganglia and spinal dorsal horn, CB1R activation in-
hibits neurotransmitter release and pain information transmission.
CB2R activation in immune cells can also inhibit inflammatory
factors that promote pain information transmission and sensiti-
zation in both peripheral and central nervous systems77,78.
Moreover, CB1R located on the spinal cord activates the
descending inhibitory pathway by inhibiting GABA release in the
periaqueductal gray and rostral ventromedial medulla78. Further-
more, CB1R expressed in the prefrontal cortex and hypothalamus
can regulate the affective and emotional components related to
pain79.

CBR primarily couples with inhibitory Gai/o proteins, and
Gaq/11, which mediates intracellular calcium signaling, is also
coupled with CBR. In neuropathic pain, CBR regulates synaptic
plasticity related to chronic pain. Endogenous cannabinoids
respond to glutamate release from the presynaptic membrane
induced by noxious stimuli, which opens voltage-gated calcium
channels and TRPV1-mediated calcium influx in the presynaptic
membrane, leading to a large amount of glutamate release80.
Glutamate activates mGlu5 on the postsynaptic membrane, which
in turn activates phospholipase C (PLC) and diacylglycerol lipase
(DAGL) required for 2-AG synthesis while inducing inositol
triphosphate (IP3), which mobilizes intracellular calcium (Fig. 6).
Furthermore, glutamate activates AMPA receptors, enhancing
intracellular calcium signaling (Fig. 6). Interestingly, the post-
synaptic TRPV1 can reduce excitatory synaptic transmission by
increasing AMPA receptor reuptake and mediating TRPV1 long-
term suppression81 (Fig. 6). Synthesized after mGlu5 activation,
2-AG can achieve retrograde long-term depression of synaptic
transmission through presynaptic CB1R

82. Moreover, 2-AG can
amplify the Ca2þ influx in astrocytes through CB1R, promoting
the release of gliotransmitters (such as glutamate) into the syn-
aptic cleft and amplifying the signal of 2-AG83,84. Binding with
CB2R or TRPV1 on microglia, 2-AG induces the release of related
cytokines85 (Fig. 6).

Preclinical studies have established the significance of the ECS
in the treatment of neuropathic pain, paving the way for new and
effective analgesic strategies. As previously mentioned, the acti-
vation of CB1Rs in the peripheral nervous system impedes the
transmission of pain signals to the central nervous system. Se-
lective deletion of CB1Rs in nociceptors enhances pain responses
in mice with neuropathic pain, and the analgesic effects of sys-
temic cannabinoid agonists are significantly reduced86. On the
contrary, constitutive deletion of CB1Rs has no significant impact
on the pain characteristics of mice with neuropathic pain, but
anxiety- and depression-like behaviors are markedly increased.
Pharmacological studies of receptors have also revealed that non-
selective cannabinoid agonists and selective CB1R and CB2R
agonists can produce antinociceptive effects in various animal
models of neuropathic pain. In addition, the anti-nociceptive ef-
fects of blocking the reuptake of endogenous cannabinoids and
pharmacological inhibition of FAAH do not cause tolerance in
neuropathic pain models87. Evidence suggests that constitutive
deletion of CB2R can significantly enhance neuropathic pain
behavior, which might involve the inflammatory response medi-
ated by CB1R activation in microglia88. While preclinical studies
have extensively demonstrated the beneficial effects of cannabi-
noid receptor agonists in neuropathic pain, there are still differ-
ences between preclinical animal models and clinical stage
research data supporting the use of cannabinoid agonists in the
treatment of neuropathic pain. Clinical data indicate that several
cannabinoid preparations, such as oral dronabinol and nabiximols,
as well as cannabis extracts administered via the oral mucosa,
inhalation, and vaporization, can be employed to treat neuropathic
pain. Furthermore, studies have shown that cannabinoids have
moderate analgesic effects and can improve sleep without serious
adverse effects when compared to placebo89. However, a review of
six cannabis trials involving 325 patients with neuropathic pain
concluded that it may be beneficial but important side effects, such
as addiction and worsening of psychiatric disorders, should be
considered90. In conclusion, cannabinoid receptor agonists have
therapeutic benefits in neuropathic pain, but different doses and
routes of administration may produce different effects on neuro-
pathic pain, mainly influenced by the tissue localization of
cannabinoid receptor subtypes and functional differences in pre-
synaptic and postsynaptic sites. Combining various routes of
administration and the effects of cannabinoid agonists is more
conducive to the study of the analgesic activity of cannabinoid
receptors.

3.3. mGluRs-mediated analgesic effects on neuropathic pain

In neuropathic pain, increased glutamate input to spinal dorsal
horn neurons is a key mechanism inducing central sensitization
and an essential factor in the development and maintenance of
neuropathic pain syndromes after nerve injury91e94. Glutamate
exerts its effects through two major classes of receptors: iono-
tropic glutamate receptors and metabotropic glutamate receptors
(mGluRs). The mGluRs belong to the C class of the G protein-
coupled receptor family and regulate glutamate activity between
synapses in the nervous system, thereby modulating synaptic
transmission. Eight mGluRs have been cloned to date and divided
into three groups based on their sequence homology, signal
transduction mechanisms, subcellular localization, and pharma-
cological characteristics95,96. Group I mGluRs, including mGluR1
and mGluR5, located on the postsynaptic membrane, are mainly
coupled to Gaq/11 proteins. They stimulate phosphoinositide
hydrolysis, induce intracellular calcium mobilization, and play an
essential role in regulating neuronal excitability and current
modulation through ionotropic glutamate receptors. Conversely,
Group II (mGluR2, mGluR3) and Group III (mGluR4, mGluR6,



Figure 6 Synaptic and immune suppressive actions mediated by cannabinoid receptors in neurons and glial cells. The activation of CB1R

reduces Ca2þ release from presynaptic neurons by inhibiting VGSCs at the presynaptic membrane, resulting in decreased Ca2þ influx in post-

synaptic neurons. CB1R activation localized on astrocytes induces Ca2þ release by the Gaq pathway. The activation of CB2R localized on

microglia reduces cytokine release, indicating its role in immune suppression.
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mGluR7, or mGluR8) mGluRs located on the presynaptic mem-
brane are mainly coupled to Gai/o proteins97. Their activation is
negatively correlated with adenylate cyclase activation and is
primarily responsible for reducing glutamate transmission be-
tween neurons and participating in reducing GABA release at
inhibitory synapses through heterosynaptic facilitation. Although
the subcellular localization and expression abundance of some
mGluR subtypes in the nervous system remains unclear, it is
important to note that the physiological functions mediated by
presynaptic and postsynaptic mGluRs differ significantly, even if
they are of the same subtype. This limitation limits the application
of agonists or antagonists to specific brain regions and nuclei to
examine their analgesic effects in neuropathic pain.

Adequate evidence suggests that activation of group I mGluRs
results in heightened excitability of dorsal horn neurons, leading
to the development of pain hypersensitivity and hyperalgesia. This
may be associated with the upregulation of group I mGluRs
expression in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord after neuropathic
pain. Studies have shown that the expression of group I mGluRs in
the dorsal horn of the spinal cord varies spatially and temporally
after NP. After spinal cord injury (SCI), the expression of mGluR1
is increased in the surrounding area of the lesion and chronically
increased in the deep and superficial layers of the spinal cord98.
This increase in mGluR1 expression may cause excessive exci-
tation of spinal dorsal horn projection neurons in the pain
pathway, resulting in persistent pain transmission, pain
hypersensitivity, and hyperalgesia. The temporal changes in
mGluR1 expression parallel the development of NP features, such
as mechanical and thermal hyperalgesia. Similarly, the expression
of mGluR5 increases in the spinal dorsal horn layers I and II and
mediates thermal hyperalgesia but not mechanical hyperalgesia
after spinal nerve ligation99. Selective pharmacological inhibition
of mGluR5 weakens the development of thermal hyperalgesia but
has no effect on mechanical hyperalgesia, while a selective
mGluR1 antagonist weakens the development of mechanical
hyperalgesia but enhances that of thermal hyperalgesia. This is
because the superficial layers (I and II) of the dorsal horn receive
signal input from small myelinated (Ad) and unmyelinated (C)
fibers carrying information from temperature receptors, while the
deeper laminae (IIIeV) receive input from layers I and II and
larger myelinated fibers such as Ab fibers, which carry informa-
tion from muscle, bone, skin, and subcutaneous mechanical re-
ceptors. In summary, the spinal cord injury model shows that
mGluR1 is expressed in both deep and superficial layers of the
dorsal horn of the spinal cord, while mGluR5 is significantly
upregulated only in the superficial layer. However, whether the
upregulation of both receptors occurs in glial cells or neurons
remains to be confirmed. Notably, different preclinical animal
models of NP may lead to markedly different mechanisms of NP,
and the similarity between these models and human NP requires
further investigation. Thus, it is crucial to comprehensively
investigate the changes in mGluRs in various preclinical NP
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models and determine their roles in the occurrence and mainte-
nance of neuropathic pain.

The antinociceptive effect mediated by activation of group III
mGluRs is mainly due to the modulation of spinal glutamate
levels. This leads to a decrease in spontaneous and evoked spinal
synaptic transmission, resulting in a reduced discharge of spinal
dorsal horn projection neurons100. This, in turn, reduces me-
chanical hypersensitivity without modulating brief nociceptive
stimuli. Both mGlu4 and mGlu7 are present at the presynaptic
terminals of spinal dorsal horn afferent fibers, and their activation
can downregulate pathological glutamatergic activity in the pain
environment101. This suggests that drugs targeting group III
mGluRs may be a promising target for controlling neuropathic
pain. However, under basal conditions, the glutamate concentra-
tion at spinal synaptic clefts is insufficient to activate mGlu4 and
mGlu7. This is a characteristic of group III mGluRs in pain
modulation. In conclusion, mGluRs are significant in the occur-
rence and development of neuropathic pain, and the industry and
academia widely accept them as the most promising target for
neuropathic pain treatment.

3.4. A1R-mediated analgesic effects on neuropathic pain

Adenosine is a widely distributed biological molecule in the body
and can be generated through the metabolism of adenosine
triphosphate. It exerts its biological effects by acting on four types
of adenosine receptors (A1, A2A, A2B, and A3). Adenosine and
adenosine receptors have gained widespread attention in noci-
ception and central injury processing, mainly due to the anti-
nociceptive effects of A1R activation. A1Rs were first identified
in trigeminal neurons in the peripheral nervous system102 and
subsequently in the dorsal root ganglia by immunopositive reac-
tion, serving as a primary modulation center for sensory infor-
mation. Local administration of A1R agonists has been shown to
significantly reduce heat hyperalgesia after nerve injury in rats103.
In vitro experiments have demonstrated that A1R activation pri-
marily reduces cAMP via preferential coupling to the Gai/o
pathway, which is the main mechanism for A1R-mediated anal-
gesia102. Moreover, A1R activation can reduce calcium influx and
decrease the release of calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP)102.

In the model of neuropathic pain, injury to the sciatic nerve
significantly increases the endogenous adenosine tone in the rat
spinal dorsal horn. This conclusion is supported by the significant
enhancement of eEPSC amplitude in the spinal dorsal horn su-
perficial layers (I and II) after pharmacological inhibition of
A1R

104. Although A1R is mainly expressed on spinal neurons in
the superficial layers of the spinal dorsal horn, it is also expressed
on glial cells105,106. Intrathecal administration of A1R agonists
induces a significant analgesic effect in nerve-injured animals,
which is significantly stronger than that of systemic administra-
tion. This highlights the prominent role of intrathecal A1R acti-
vation in pain modulation. Central administration of adenosine
does not induce an increase in pain threshold or other pain-related
biological activities in normal animals, but it can relieve pain
hypersensitivity in nerve-injured animals, with effects lasting up
to 24 h. This sustained analgesic effect also exists in patients with
chronic neuropathic pain, as intrathecal injection of adenosine can
reduce their pain hypersensitivity and allodynia106. However, the
existing theoretical basis cannot explain this effect since the
number of A1R in the spinal cord after nerve injury has not
changed, nor has the downstream G protein coupling degree107.
Gomes et al.108 proposed that the analgesic effect of adenosine
may depend on the spinal noradrenergic mechanism after nerve
injury. Other major mechanisms involving spinal A1R-mediated
analgesia include inducing neuronal hyperpolarization by Kþ in-
ward currents in spinal dorsal horn intrinsic neurons, inhibiting
peptide release, and inhibiting glutamate release. In conclusion,
activation of adenosine A1R has a definite analgesic effect in
chronic pain and is one of the most promising targets for treating
neuropathic pain109,110.

Although adenosine has shown anti-nociceptive effects in
humans, and numerous drugs targeting adenosine receptors have
been studied clinically over the past few decades, adenosine and
adenosine receptor agonists have not yet been utilized to treat
patients with neuropathic pain. This is partially due to uncertainty
regarding adenosine’s therapeutic effect on spontaneous pain, as
multiple clinical studies have found that adenosine effectively
relieves thermal hyperalgesia, but lacks efficacy in treating
spontaneous paindthe most common characteristic of neuro-
pathic pain111. Additionally, intrathecal injection of adenosine
causes powerful but transient neurological side effects, such as
headaches, possibly due to activation of adenosine A2R

112,113.
Although peripheral injection is also ineffective, it produces pain
and vasodilation effects114. The primary challenge for using
adenosine or adenosine receptor agonists as analgesics is the
cardiovascular side effects that occur with systemic administra-
tion. Adenosine A1R is mainly expressed in the cardiac atrio-
ventricular and sinoatrial nodes, and activation of A1R in these
areas causes bradycardia. Therefore, complete activation of A1R is
unsuitable for pain control under systemic administration because
it can cause a severe atrioventricular block. On the other hand,
using partial agonists for A1R may be a viable option, but it still
faces the challenge of cardiovascular risk and insufficient efficacy.
From a receptor perspective, maximizing the reduction of adverse
reactions while maintaining efficacy is a challenge because the
four subtypes of adenosine receptors have high homology in their
orthosteric site sequence, making it difficult to develop selective
agonists. Combining agonists of A1R’s allosteric site with
endogenous adenosine can achieve disease-specific selectivity.
Recently, several studies on positive allosteric modulators of A1R
have been published, which have revitalized this analgesic target.
In the following sections, we will describe the progress of positive
allosteric modulators of A1R in detail, and propose future research
directions based on this.
4. Allosteric therapies for neuropathic pain

4.1. Allosteric modulators targeting the m-OR alleviate
neuropathic pain

Early studies indicate that the analgesic effects of opioids are
mediated through the G-protein signaling pathway of mOR, while
their side effects are caused by the arrestin signaling
pathway71,115. In 2020, the FDA approved Oliceridine (TRV130),
the first analgesic drug designed to target mOR based on the
concept of G-protein bias, for the treatment of moderate to severe
pain. Oliceridine exhibited 6.25-fold higher analgesic efficacy
than morphine. However, the b-arrestin2 recruitment efficacy
induced by oliceridine is only 14% of that induced by
morphine116. Mori et al.122 re-examined the pharmacological
profile of oliceridine and demonstrated that it relieved CCI-
induced thermal nociceptive hyperalgesia without producing
tolerance after being administered only four times intermittently
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over a 28-day period. However, data on the efficacy and side ef-
fects of oliceridine in patients with clinical neuropathic pain are
lacking.

The molecular mechanisms responsible for the biased
signaling induced by biased ligands in most GPCRs have
remained unclear, hampering progress in the discovery of biased
molecular structures for therapeutically important targets like
opioid receptors. Cryo-EM single particle analysis was used by
Xu et al.117 to obtain the structures of DAMGO, morphine, fen-
tanyl, SR17018, oliceridine and PZM21 binding mOR. Compara-
tive analysis revealed that SR17018 and PZM21, which are two
ligands with almost no blocker recruitment activity, weakly
interact with TM6 residues and adopt a pose away from TM7
without any direct interaction with TM7 residues. Oliceridine,
which retains the weak b-arrestin signaling ability of the ligand,
adopts a binding pose similar to SR17018 and PZM21, and its
pyridine ring forms an additional hydrophobic interaction with
TM6/7. DAMGO, fentanyl, and morphine-binding m-OR struc-
tures exhibit stable contacts with TM6 and TM7. W295A in TM6
and W320A in TM7 mutations have a significant impact on G
protein signaling, while cAMP inhibition and G protein recruit-
ment were only minimally or partially affected. Fentanyl,
morphine and DAMGO-induced b-arrestin recruitment were
almost abolished. A rational design based on the fentanyl structure
indicated that ligand and TM6/7 interactions contribute to b-
arrestin recruitment, with FBD1 and FBD3 both showing a sub-
stantial reduction in b-arrestin recruitment activity after propyl or
isopropyl being used to replace the ortho-aniline portion of fen-
tanyl that forms interactions with TM6/7.

Brian K. Kobilka’s team designed C5 guano and C6 guano118,
the first-class bitopic ligand for the m opioid receptor, using the
fentanyl backbone to target the conserved sodium-binding site in
mOR (Fig. 7A, D). The Cryo-EM structure also reveals that the
shorter C5 linker affords only limited interaction (distance 4.0 Å)
between the basic guanidine warhead of C5 guano and the major
anchor of the Naþ binding site, the acidic D114 side chain. The
absence of interaction with D114 is compensated by the strong
hydrogen bond formed between the guanidine warhead and S329
side chain, which is another key residue in the Na-binding site
(Fig. 7B). In comparison to the mOR bound with C5 guano, the
Cryo-EM structure of mOR bound with C6 guano exhibits subtle
local differences. In the structure of C6 guanidine-bound mOR, the
distance between D114 and the guanidine warhead is 3.0 Å,
enabling the formation of a direct salt bridge (Fig. 7E). In addition
to interactions with polar residues in the Na-binding site, the
positive charge of the guanidine warhead of both C5 and C6
guanidine may also engage in weak cation‒p interactions with
aromatic residues located in the polar channel, further stabilizing
the binding pose (Fig. 7C, F). In vitro activity assays showed that
this bitopic ligand acts as a full agonist of mOR, with a significant
reduction in its b-arrestin 2 recruitment capacity. C6 guano dose-
dependently improved mechanical abnormalities of pain and
blunted the aversive mood associated with neuropathic pain in
CCI-exposed mice. However, this compound exhibited an accel-
erated respiratory rate response compared to morphine, and
although the mechanism of this effect is unclear, m-OR knock-
down experiments suggest that it is an off-target effect unrelated to
m-OR. All in vivo antinociception experiments with C6 guano
required intracerebroventricular administration, presumably
because the presence of guanidine groups made it difficult to cross
the blood‒brain barrier. Nevertheless, this discovery may be
applicable to the development of bitopic allosteric modulators for
other class A GPCRs, as the Naþ-binding conformational site is
highly conserved in the majority of class A GPCRs119.

Several recent studies have challenged the “Arrestin-adverse
reaction” hypothesis and suggest that neurotoxic side effects, such
as respiratory depression, are not related to arrestin signaling but
rather depend on the degree of G protein activation120. Evidence
supporting this challenge comes from transgenic mice established
by Kliewer et al.121 who mutated all phosphorylation sites on the
C-tail of the m-opioid receptor to alanine, rendering it unable to be
phosphorylated by GRK and recruit b-arrestin. They found that
fentanyl still induced respiratory depression, constipation and
opioid withdrawal symptoms. Surprisingly, fentanyl’s analgesic
effect was strongly enhanced while analgesic tolerance was
greatly diminished. Furthermore, m-OR did not show any form of
internalization under in vitro treatment with 10 mmol/L123. How-
ever, oliceridine, which is also a m-OR agonist, produced adverse
effects of constipation and respiratory depression compared to the
reduced adverse effects of morphine in clinical trials. These re-
sults suggest that the b-arrestin pathway does not fully mediate the
adverse reactions produced by m opioid receptor agonists. For m-
OR, a weakness of biased agonism is that the molecular mecha-
nism of b-arrestin2-mediated respiratory depression has not been
demonstrated. The activation of m-OR by DAMGO or fentanyl
drives GIRKs activation through Gai/o protein signaling, leading
to the inhibition of rhythmic respiration123. Other evidence sug-
gests that mice with GIRK2 protein deficiency in the ventral
lateral medulla do not show respiratory depression after systemic
administration of fentanyl or local administration of
DAMGO120,124. In most GPCRs, including the m-OR, the
numerous physiological functions have not been mapped to clear
signaling pathways for G proteins or b-arrestin, and ongoing
studies of molecular signaling in GPCRs remain a challenge.

4.2. Allosteric modulators targeting the CBR alleviate
neuropathic pain

The endocannabinoid system comprises of cannabinoid receptors,
CB1R and CB2R, endocannabinoids, such as anandamide and 2-
arachidonic acid glycerol, and enzymes responsible for endo-
cannabinoid synthesis and degradation125. This system plays a
significant role in regulating neurotransmitter release in the CNS.
Activating cannabinoid receptors can be a promising therapeutic
strategy for treating a variety of diseases, including neuropathic
pain. However, drugs targeting the orthosteric site of the canna-
binoid receptor are associated with psychoactive side effects,
physical dependence, and abuse. There is a crucial need to develop
safer and more effective therapeutic strategies to exploit the
benefits of cannabinoid receptor activation. One such strategy is to
use PAMs that target allosteric sites on cannabinoid receptors, as
they provide an opportunity to enhance the therapeutic potential of
cannabinoid receptor activation126,127.

Laprairie et al.128 synthesized GAT211 to alleviate paclitaxel-
induced mechanical and cold allodynia in mice with neuropathic
pain in a dose-dependent manner. GAT211 did not inhibit
paclitaxel-induced mechanical and cold allodynia in CB1R

�/�

mice. Moreover, the application of CB1R antagonists following a
19-day long-term treatment with GAT211 did not produce
tolerance, withdrawal syndrome, or physical dependence caused
by orthosteric cannabinoid agonists. Intriguingly, GAT211
exhibited a synergistic effect with morphine in producing anti-
allodynia effects and helped prevent the development of
morphine tolerance129. Radioligand receptor binding assays



Figure 7 The bitopic ligand, C5 guano and C6 guano, occupies both the orthosteric binding site and the conserved Na þ binding site of the m-

opioid receptor (PDB ID: 7U2L, 7U2K). (A) Schematic diagram depicting the C5 guano‒m-OR-Gabg protein complex. (B) and (C) depict the

binding modes of the bitopic ligand C5 guano and m-OR, respectively. (D) Schematic diagram depicting the C6 guano‒m-OR-Gabg protein

complex. (E) and (F) depict the binding modes of the bitopic ligand C6 guano and m-OR, respectively. Hydrogen bond interactions are shown in

blue dashed lines, while cation‒p interactions are depicted in black dashed lines.
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conducted on mouse brain membranes showed that GAT211 did
not displace human CB1R or CB1R-bound

[3H]CP55940, but
rather slowed the dissociation kinetics of [3H]CP55940 binding,
indicating that it behaves as a PAM128. GAT211 is a racemic
compound derived from 2-phenylindole with a chiral center. The
enantiomers, GAT228 (R-(þ) enantiomer) and GAT229 (S-(�)
enantiomer), exhibit distinct allosteric regulatory properties to-
wards CB1R in vitro. GAT211 exhibited properties consistent
with both positive allosteric modulation and partial agonist ac-
tivity of CB1R through an allosteric site, acting as an ago-PAM.
Pharmacological profiling of the chiral separated enantiomers
exclusively attributed the allosteric agonist activity to GAT228
(R-(þ) enantiomer), while GAT211’s potent PAM activity was
attributed to GAT229 (S-(�) enantiomer)130. Jose Mitjavila and
colleagues131 demonstrated that the application of GAT229 alone
did not elicit excitatory postsynaptic currents mediated by
CB1R, whereas GAT228 did. Moreover, in the presence of an
endogenous agonist, GAT229 induces stronger excitatory post-
synaptic currents than GAT211. These findings further indicate
that GAT228 functions as an ago-PAM (positive allosteric
modulator) and GAT229 acts as a PAM for CB1R regulation. It is
noteworthy that GAT229 does not exhibit probe dependence,
which is relatively uncommon since previously reported more
potent modulators of CB1R, such as Org27569 and PSNCBAM-
1, both displayed probe dependence132. This intriguing obser-
vation warrants further investigation into the molecular
mechanism of GAT229 as a PAM lacking probe dependence,
which could potentially lead to the development of additional
molecular probes or drugs targeting CB1R. From a drug devel-
opment perspective, PAMs that exhibit stable synergistic effects
in the presence of different endogenous ligands may be more
easily characterized in future in vivo experiments. ZCZ011,
derived from GAT211, is a selective CB1R PAM, that alleviates
CCI-induced mechanical and cold allodynia in a dose-dependent
manner, without inducing cannabis-like side effects (e.g., rigid-
ity, hypothermia, thermal analgesia, or motor retardation)133.
Moreover, in vitro b-arrestin recruitment and ERK phosphory-
lation assays showed that ZCZ011 enhances AEA-stimulated
CB1R signaling133. The chemical structure of ZCZ011 sug-
gested that it is also in the racemic compound. Moreover, there is
a possibility to differentiate the PAM properties of ZCZ011 from
its ago-PAM properties. Despite the absence of studies testing
the allosteric regulatory properties of the enantiomers following
the chiral separation of ZCZ011, conducting such a test would
yield meaningful results. Several studies have demonstrated that
CB2R ligands lack the ability of CB1R agonists to produce
psychoactive effects or of selective CB1R antagonists to produce
other serious adverse effects, making them promising agents for
the treatment of several diseases134e136. Selective CB2R agonists
lacking psychoactive properties could represent another prom-
ising treatment option under certain conditions. Gado et al.137

designed and synthesized C2, the first CB2R PAM, which did
not affect CB2R receptor signaling in the absence of a CB2R
agonist. After oral administration, C2 dose-dependently reversed
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the oxaliplatin-induced cold allodynia, and pharmacological
antagonism demonstrated that this effect was mainly mediated
by CB2R.

4.3. Allosteric modulators targeting the mGluRs alleviate
neuropathic pain

Numerous studies have confirmed that the dysregulated signaling
of group I mGluRs, which contain mGluR1 and mGluR5, is
observed in many pathological neural processes, including
neuropathic pain. Industry and academic groups have made
extensive efforts to identify variant modulators of these two re-
ceptors as therapeutic agents for relevant diseases138,139. Niclo-
samide, characterized as a negative allosteric modulator of Group
I mGluRs, exhibits superior selectivity for group I over group III
mGluRs, with significant activity in blocking mechanical noci-
ceptive sensitization associated with nerve injury140. Interestingly,
Compound 9, the carbamate derivative of niclosamide, produced
anti-mechanical nociceptive hypersensitivity in vivo but was
inactive against both mGluR1 and mGluR5 in vitro. Compound 9
is released by hydrolysis reactions to produce biologically active
niclosamide in vivo140.

Gentaroh Suzuki and colleagues first characterized MMPIP
in vitro as a negative allosteric modulator of mGluR7. Subse-
quently, Palazzo et al.141 tested MMPIP’s pharmacological activ-
ity in vivo by administering subcutaneous injections of the
compound to SNI mice. This resulted in reduced thermal hyper-
algesia, mechanical allodynia, anxiety and depression-like
behavior, and improved cognitive performance, without altering
pain thresholds or affective and cognitive performance in control
mice. When MMPIP is delivered systemically, other sites of action
should be considered, as they may affect the overall impact of the
treatment, depending on the density, location, and cell expression
of mGluR7. In SNI mice, another selective mGluR7 NAM,
XAP044, also reduced thermal hyperalgesia and mechanical
allodynia, further supporting the use of systemic mGluR7 blockers
for analgesia in neuropathic pain141. MMPIP also demonstrated
antidepressant and anxiolytic-like effects in SNI mice. However, it
is difficult to distinguish whether the affective responses are
secondary to analgesia because pain and affective disorders share
common neural pathways and neurotransmitters. In contrast to
MMPIP and XAP044, intrathecal administration of AMN082 (a
mGluR7 PAM) had anti-mechanical allodynia and anti-thermal
hyperalgesia in paclitaxel-induced neuropathic pain142. The con-
tradictory findings may be explained by several factors, including
the under-characterization of the allosteric modulation of either
the NAM or PAM of mGluR7 and variations in the estimates of
the functional affinity of the radioligand receptor binding assay for
allosteric modulators, which may depend on the signaling
pathway being measured (i). Another possibility is that AMN082
can promote the internalization of mGluR7, leading to results
similar to the antagonistic effect (ii). Additionally, the AMN082
metabolite inhibits serotonin and norepinephrine transporters143,
suggesting that its in vivo effect should be interpreted with caution
because it may involve mechanisms other than mGluR7
stimulation.

Hua Wang and colleagues discovered that the expression of
mGluR4 was significantly reduced in the superficial dorsal horn of
the spinal cord 7 days after spinal nerve ligation (SNL) surgery,
but not mGluR7144. This might be due to increased glutamate
release from primary afferent nerves after nerve ligation, which
could lead to the internalization or degradation of mGluR4
expression at presynaptic sites in response to overactivation. In
their study, the authors found that intrathecal administration of
VU0155041, a PAM of mGluR4, dose-dependently alleviated
SNL-induced mechanical nociceptive hypersensitivity, with no
effect observed in healthy animals143. Interestingly, the use of
AMN082, a PAM of mGluR7, showed no significant analgesic
effect, which contradicts the study by Dolan and colleagues. The
scientific explanation for this contradiction has been described
previously. A known PAM of mGluR4, PHCCC, has demonstrated
therapeutic effects in a dose-dependent manner in CCI-induced
mechanical hypersensitivity, although it does not produce com-
plete analgesic effects145. Importantly, PHCCC does not alter the
baseline thresholds in healthy rodents145, which may involve
expression changes of mGluR4 in the occurrence and development
of neuropathic pain. Further research is needed to investigate this
disease-adaptive alteration of mGluR4 in the process of neuro-
pathic pain, which could contribute to the discovery of drugs
targeting mGluR4.

4.4. Allosteric modulators targeting the A1R alleviate
neuropathic pain

The purinergic molecule adenosine is a crucial cytoprotective
agent that has the potential to modulate various types of pain,
especially through its interaction with the A1 receptor (A1R). A1R
is a member of the GPCRs superfamily, which is preferentially
coupled to Gai/Go proteins146,147. While prototypical A1R ago-
nists have analgesic effects, the development of drugs targeting
adenosine receptors has failed clinically148. This is due to the
difficulties in selectively targeting the A1R subtype as the
orthosteric binding sites are highly conserved among the four
adenosine receptor subtypes (A1, A2A, A2B, and A3)

147. In addi-
tion, A1R is widely expressed not only in the CNS but also in the
heart and adipose tissue, which may cause dose-limiting side ef-
fects such as bradycardia when A1R agonists are used149. To
overcome the limitations of orthosteric A1R agonists, the allosteric
binding site can be targeted. The allosteric site can exhibit higher
selectivity between GPCRs isoforms due to greater sequence
variability150,151. Additionally, allosteric drugs offer an additional
advantage as the direction and magnitude of the effect exerted by
the allosteric ligand on the endogenous orthosteric agonist will
also be exerted by the agonist on the modulator due to the reci-
procity of communication between the two binding domains150.

T62 was characterized as a PAM of A1R more than 20 years
ago152e154, and it showed anti-mechanical allodynia in the SNL
model. However, a recent study found that oral administration of
100 mg/kg of T62 for four consecutive weeks produced analgesic
tolerance and downregulation of A1R in the spinal cord154. On the
other hand, Fabrizio Vincenzi et al.160 characterized TRR469 as a
PAM for A1R. Radioligand receptor binding experiments showed
that TRR469 enhanced agonist radioligand [3H]CCPA binding and
induced a dramatic increase in adenosine affinity in mouse spinal
cord membranes. TRR469 dose-dependently attenuated STZ-
induced mechanical allodynia in mice with neuropathic pain and
fully restored pain thresholds to baseline levels. Importantly,
TRR469 did not induce motor deficits and tonic responses in mice.
Neuropathic pain is associated with increased endogenous aden-
osine tone in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, and a significant
rise in extracellular adenosine in lamina I. VCP171 was found to
inhibit SNL-induced mechanical allodynia in both layer I and
layer II neurons. In vivo investigations revealed that intrathecal
injection of VCP171 dose-dependently relieved SNL-induced
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mechanical allodynia without causing sedation. To degrade any
extracellular adenosine, adenosine deaminase (ADA) was used
in vitro. When VCP171 was administered in the presence of ADA,
the evoked excitatory postsynaptic potentials (eEPSCs) were not
significantly affected. AMPAR-mediated eEPSCs returned to
baseline levels 15 min after ADA perfusion was stopped. This
result characterizes VCP171 as a PAM that significantly alleviates
mechanical nociceptive hypersensitivity in the SNL model104.
Importantly, VCP171 demonstrated a higher affinity for the allo-
steric site on the A1R than other PAMs, such as T62 and TRR469.
MIPS521, on the other hand, has a lower affinity for A1R variant
sites than VCP171, but it was more effective than VCP171 in
reducing eEPSCs in the spinal cord of nerve-injured animals103.
They characterized MIPS521 as a PAM, and cryoelectronic mi-
croscopy revealed its binding to a novel allosteric binding pocket
on A1R. The novel metastable binding site occupied by the PAM
is a shallow pocket formed by the side chains of L242, L245,
S246, L276, M283, F275, V22, L18, I19, and is exposed to the
lipid interface. This also explains its relatively low affinity
(Fig. 8). This is the first PAM of A1R to be characterized by both
structural biology and in vitro biological activity.

5. Discussion and future direction

The discovery and characterization of allosteric modulators are
largely dependent on the precise resolution of protein structures,
and identification of allosteric sites is critical for structure-based
allosteric drug design. Eutectic structures of some NP-associated
proteins and allosteric molecules have been revealed to understand
the molecular basis of allosteric modulation. For instance, cryo-
electron microscopy discovered a unique allosteric pocket at the
extrahelical interface of TM 1,6 and 7 of the A1R

103, which may
encourage more structure-based, rational allosteric medication
designs for neuropathic pain in the future. Therefore, future
studies should focus on identifying unique allosteric sites and
Figure 8 Cryo-EM structure of the human A1R-Gai2 protein complex

ID: 7LD3). The black squares showed the orthosteric binding site of aden

Residues interacting with adenosine are shown as purple sticks. The blac

section of the TMD and lipid interface (right).
processes by which modulators and endogenous ligands syner-
gistically stabilize protein dynamics in allosteric modulators and
proteins associated with neuropathic pain. The discovery of
GPCRs allosteric sites primarily relies on allosteric probes.
However, it is worthwhile to explore the accurate identification of
allosteric sites that can regulate orthosteric sites from the structure
of GPCRs without the use of allosteric probes. Additionally,
bitopic allosteric modulators can effectively connect allosteric
sites, orthosteric sites, or conserved ion binding sites, resulting in
surprising and unpredictable regulatory effects. Summarizing and
revealing differences in structural characteristics and signal
regulation of existing bitopic allosteric modulators may provide
some regularities, but this review does not cover this scope.

The regulation of GPCRs signaling bias is primarily achieved
through a unique allosteric mechanism. This allosteric site, also
known as a cryptic allosteric modulation site155,156, allows for
disease-context-specific selectivity. To understand the mechanism
of allosteric regulation and discover the conformational landscape
in which proteins are biased to activate, various techniques such as
molecular dynamics simulations, site-directed mutagenesis157, and
conformational biosensors from computational biology, cell
biology, and structural biology must work together158. Although
the complexities of signal bias present a challenge for allosteric
modulator medicinal-chemistry campaigns, pharmacology must
take on the challenge of translating allosteric modulators into the
most effective and minimally toxic therapeutics.

As neuropathic pain is a continuously progressing condition
that requires long-term management, the therapeutic advantages
and safety profiles of any treatment alternatives are equally
important. Therefore, the safety of allosteric modulators reported
in preclinical trials needs further investigation in human clinical
trials. While the current allosteric treatment of neuropathic pain
has been successful in laboratory settings, transitioning from
in vitro/in vivo laboratory experiments to human trials requires a
significant step forward. This includes the development of
bound to adenosine (Endogenous agonist) and MIPS521 (PAM) (PDB

osine in the central of TMD (left). Adenosine is shown as blue sticks.

k squares showed the allosteric binding site of MIPS521 in the inter-
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pharmacokinetics, pharmacology, toxicology, and formulation of
allosteric drugs in preclinical trials.

This review summarized the efficacy profiles of pharmaco-
therapeutic candidates currently in preclinical trials for the recent
advancements in allosteric therapy of neuropathic pain. Allosteric
drugs targeting nociceptive pathway proteins have demonstrated
efficacy and lack of significant off-target adverse effects. This
provided a new paradigm for the development of novel drugs for
neuropathic pain.
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